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PROVINCIAL STUDIO AND CONTROL
EQUIPMENT

PART 3., PROGRAMME SWITCHING MONITORING
AND SIGNALLING CIRCUITS

Amplifier Equipment and Connections

Tho following is a summary of the amplifier equipment provided, and of the permanent
each. Tho connections in every case are made via break jacks in thejackfleld
on each amplifier bay. Spare amplifiers are generaliy not wired beyond this jackfield.

connoctions to

The normal provision of 'A ' Amplifiers is one for each Studio, one for each Echo
room, and one or more spa,res which are available also for D.C. talking-back purposos.
Studio 'A ' amplifiers are connected as follows :Input
to microphono or mixer output.
Output.No. 1 to 'B' input switching relays, and to Echo & D.C. jackfield (for
extension to D.C. input channels).
Output No. 2 to Echo & D.C. jackfield (for extension to Echo inputs).
Echo t A ' amplifiers are connected as follows :-;
Input
to Echo microphone outprit.
Outgtut No. 7 to Echo & D.C. jackfield (for extension to the 'B' input switching
relays or to the D.C. channels).
The DCA Amplifier, where provided, is connected on its input side to the output of
the Dramatic Control Panel, and on its output side to the ' B ' input switching relays.
The normal provision of ' B ' Amplifiers is one for each control position in regular use,
and generally one spare. The connections are as follows:Input
to Control potentiometer (via travellers of CCO relay where equipped).
Outgtut to ' C' input switching relays, and to jacks in the Loudspeaker &
Housephone jackfield.
The normal provision of Pro$ramme Meter Amplifiers is, one for each of the 'B'
in regular use, and one spare for use in connection with line testing on the Test

amplifi.ers

Bay or S.B. position.
Associated with each of the 'B' amplifiers in regular use there is also
Amplifier connected as follows :Input
to output of associated 'B' amplifier.
OutputCH to checkphone jacks on the control position.
Output HP to Housephone jackfield.
OutputLS to the Loudspeaker jackfield.

a Trap Yalve

Associated with each Check Receiver, at stations where these are provided, there is a
CPL
'
' Amplifier connected as follows:Input
to output of check receiver.
OutputOH to checkphone jacks on transmission control position, and to llousephone jackfield.

OutputLS to Loudspeaker

jackfield.

I
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The normal provision of 'C ' Amplifiers is one for each of the regular programme
lines outgoing from the station, and one or more spares. The connections are as follows :Input
to 'C' input owitching relays.
Outptut via the Trunk Line jackfield and repeating coils to the outgoing SB link
or transmitter tie-Iine.
The normal provision of 'D ' Amplifiers, is one for each of the regular incoming S.B.
circuits, and a number not so assigned for use on O.B. circuits. The amplifiers assigneil to
'incomi,ng l,'ines aro connected as follows

:-

to the Line Termination bay jackfield, the inners of the jacks being
wired via equalisers and repeating coils to the incoming lines.
Output No.7 via break jacks in the Line Termination bay jackfield to the 'C'input,
Input

switching relays.
Generally two sets of jacks are provided, one fitted

with attenuators

which are mounted on a panel AT/4. The attenuated outputs are
provided for extension, when required, via tie-lines to the ' B' input
switching relays, or Echo & D.C. jackfield.
Outptut No. 2 t'o Echo & D.C. jackfield.
The unass'i,glLed ' D' amplifiers are connected as follows :to the Line Termination bay jackfield.
Input
Output No. 7 to the Line Termination ba,y jackfield.
OutTtut No. 2 to Echo & D.C. jackfield, and also to the Line Termination bay
jackfield.

Line Terminations
The incoming lines are introduced in cables connected to the local Post Office exchanges.
Separate cables are normally used for the O.B. circuits and for the trunk circuits comprising
the rogular S.B. music and reserve lines. In the latter cable the individual circuits are all
separately shielded. The lines are terminat'ed in the building on individual fuses, one in eaoh
Ieg, carried in fuse mountings. As a general rule the Post Office provide a cable larger than
is immediately required, but only the lines in regular use are extended beyond the fuse
mounting. These are wired to the terminal blocks on one side of the distribution frame.
The B.B.C. apparatus is wired to the terminal blocks on the other side of the distribution
frame, and connection between the two sets of terminal blocks is completed as required by
means of jumper wiring.
The provision of equalisers includes fixed equalisers for the incoming S.B. circuits, and
variable equalisers 8V.2, EV.3, 8V.4, 8Y.5, and equaliser amplifier EAi2 for use as directed
for O.B. circuits. Information regarding the type of equaliser to be used, and the appropriate
settings, is provided in each case by the Lines Department.
A low-pass fiIl,er F/l or F 12, cuttirg off at 5,000 c/s, is provided for use, as directed by

the Lines Department, with O.B. lines on which the noise at the upper frequencies
excessive.
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The S.B. control lines are permanently wired via repeating coils, where these are necessary
and the Line Termination bay jackfield, to the calling equipment and auswering jacks on the
S.B. iL Operating position. O.B. control lines are extended. to answering jacks on this
position by the use of t'ie-Iine jacks on the Line Termination bay jackfieid.
Where, for purposes of test, it is required to have access to the Post Ofiice line itself, this
can be done by means of test clips which take the form of dummy fuses. The line fuses of
the required circuit are taken out and the test clips inserted in their place, care boing taken
to see that contact is made on the line side of the fuse mounting. The cord to which the tost
clips are connected is terminated in a jack on the Test bay jackfield.

Jackfields
Ageneralskeletonschematic of the programme switching arrangements is given in X'igure 12.
The 'B ' and 'C' amplifier switching is performed by relays controlled by the key switches
and punching keys on the S.B. & Operating position and is described later. All othor switching operations are performed with cords and plugs on jackfields mounted on the apparatus
racks.
The following is a summary of the principal groups of jacks in the various jackfields.

Amplifier Bay Jackfields-Line, Apparatus and Listen jacks are equipped in the input
lead and each output lead of each amplifier mounted on the bay. The outers of the Listen
and Apparatus (input and output) jacks are connected in parallel with the amplifier leads.
Connection between the Apparatus and Line jacks is made via the innors, so that the action
of plugging into either of these interrupts the normal permanent connection. To substitute
one amplifier for another it is only necessary to double-end between the input and output
Line jacks of the amplifler to be taken out of service and the input and output Apparatus
jacks, respec'tively, of the amplifier to be substituted. The Listen jack can be used for plugging up high resistance headphones for monitoring purposes without interrupting the normal
transmission circuit. The method of connection can be seen by reference to Figure l, which
also shows the special arrangements made in the case of the 'B' a,mplifier bay jackfield for
progra,mme meter switching. These are described under MonitorinS, Arrangements.
The jackfield also includes A.C. Test jacks wired to the Test bay jackfield, and a set
of Multiple jacks commoned to similar jacks in the jackfields on other bays.
Associated with each amplifier there is also a Manual key for operating the amplifler
switching relays. The amplifiet enga,geil, lamp associated with each of the amplifiers mounted
on the bay appears above the associated key.
Echo and D.C. Jackfield-This jackfield is used for setting up the necessary connections
for echo working, and also the programme input connections for dramatic control working.
The echo jackfleld contains the Echo Input jack which is connected to the input of the
echo room loudspeaker amplifier and the No. 2 Output jacks of the studio ' A ' and the ' D '
amplifiers. To provide echo on any programme it is only necessary to plug up the appropriate
No. 2 output to the Echo Input jack. The circuit is shown in Figure 12,the echo output being
available either via the ' B ' input switching relays or via the Echo Output jack in the D.C.
portion of the jackfield. This also contains input and listen jacks associated with each of the
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I Output of each of the
studio 'A ' amplifiers. The switching is explained in connection with the operation of
the D.C. unit.
The jackfield also contains tie-line jacks connected to the Line Termination bay jackfield
in order to provide access to the 'D' amplifier outputs for echo or D.C. purposes.
channels of the dramatic control panel and jacks connected to the No.

Line Termination Bay Jackfield-This jackfield is used for performing the switching
in connection with programmes incoming either from the S.B. network or from O.B. points-

It

comprises lhe Trunk Line jackfreId, lhe O.B. jackfield un.d a Miscellaneous jackfield.
Tha Trunlc Line jackfield contains Listen, Line and Apparatus jacks associated with
each of the trunk lines connected to the station, including those required for S.B. programme

and control circuits and trunk line O.B. circuits. The outers of the Apparatus and Listen
jacks are wired to the outers of the appropriate 'D'input or 'C' output Line jack. The

Apparatus and Line jacks are connected. together via their inners, and the outers of the
Line jack are connected to line via repeating coils and equalisers in the ca,se of incoming
music ]ines.

TheO.B. jackfield carries the jacks associated with the O.B. local lines, one per line.
The Mi,saellaneous jackfield contains the ' D' ampli,fier jacks and a number ol Tie-line
jacks for extending the circuits to other positions. '''In the case of the spare ' D' amplifiers,

Input (Line and Listen), Output No. 1 (Line and Listen) and Output No. 2 jacks are

provided, but in the case of the 'D' amplifiers assigned to incoming S.B. links, only No. 1
Output jacks, and at certain stations No. I Atten Output jacks, are provided. The act of
plugging into either of these jacks disconnects the'D'amplifier output from the 'C'input
switching relays.

I Atten Output jacks are used for making the connoction when using the D-B-C chain,
the attenuator compensating for the gain of the 'B ' amplifior. This arrangemont ovorcomeg
the necossity in such cases of working tho control potontiomoter on say stud 2 or 3 instoad of at
its normal setting, and leavos tho characteristic of the 'D' amplifior unafiocted.
Tho No.

A number of t'i,e-lines are provided connecting with the 'B' input switching, and are
with Apparatus and Listen jacks, other tie-lines communica,ting with the echo

equipped

for extending a,ny of the 'D' amplifier No. I outputs or tho
No. 2 outputs of the spare ' D' amplifiers as required. There is also a number of jacks,
tied to the l,i,steni,ng keys and programme meter jacks on the S.B. & Operating position,
which may be connected for monitoring purposes to the Listen jacks of a,ny of the music
lines available on the Line Termination bay jackfleld. Another set of ja,cks tied to the
answeri,ng field, on the S.B. & Operating position enables incoming O.B. control circuits to
be extended to that position. A.C. Test In and Out jacks, connected to the Test bay
jackfleld, and a set of Multiple jacks commoned to the jackfields on other bays, complete the
anil, D.C, jackfield, are proyided

equipment'.

Test Bay Jackfield-The Test Bay jackfield carries jacks associated with the A.C. testing
alry)aratus and with the telephone relteaters and associated networks, where these are installed.
The input and output jacks of the repeating coils, equalisers a,nd low-pass filter f.or use with
O.B. circuits are also located in this jackfield.
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A set of tie-line jacks communicating with the various ampli,fier bays, with lhe Line
Termination bay and with the S.B. posi,tioz, is also provided for extending the tone source
output as required. A programme meter input jack also appears in this jackfield; its
conneotion and use is described under Monitorin$ Arran$ements.
X'or line testing purposes loop, earthed loop, 600 ohm and two sets of parallel jacks
are provided, together with the test clips jack.
Loudspeaker and Housephone Jackfield-This jackfield is used for setting up the checkphone, ,housephone and loudspeakor connections for tho aural monitoring of transmissions
and rehea,rsals, and in connection with the operation of the dramatic control panel. A
skeleton genoral arrangement of the circuits is given in Eigure 2.
The HP. (Ilousephone), CH. (Checkphone) and LS. (Loudspeaker) output jacks of the
Trap Val,ue amplifiers and the Checkphone and Loudspeaker outputs of the CPL amplifiers
which operate in the output of the Check Receiaers, are connected to this jackfield, together
with all the 'B' Outytuts.
The various circuits to which programme from these sources can be distributed are also
connected to this jackfield. These include the Checlcphone break jacks connected to the
cubicle, control and logging positions, the Housiephone Input jacks connected to the various
studios and offices, and the Loud,speaker Ingtut iacks connected to the loudspeaker amplifiers
in the various studios, listening rooms and offices.
It also contains the jacks for making the housephone and loudspeaker connections
required for ilramat'i,c control working. In addition to the LS & HP. jack shown, these includo
DC. LS Chan and DC. LS Echo Chan jacks associated with each of the D.C. channols and
the Trans and Reh jacks. There is also a set of parallel jacks wired to the D.C. housephone
circuit. The method of connection is d.etailed in the description of the operation of the D.C.
unit.
The usual multiple jacks and a number of sets of parallel jacks complete the equipment
of this jackfield.

Monitoring Arrangements
Visual monitoring is performe<l by the use of the programme meter, and aural monitoring
by means of headphones in the control room and by means of headphones or loudspeakers in
the listening rooms, studios and offices.

Pro$,ramme Meters-Programme meters are providod on tho control room and cubicle
control positions and on the Test bay and S.B. & Operating position. The programme
meter amplifier input and output Apparatus, Line and Listen jacks appear in the jackfield
on the 'B' amplifier bay on which the amplifiers are mounted. The arrangoment is shown
in X'igure 1.
In the programme meter output, the Line aud Listen jacks are wired, via their innors,
in eeriee with the progra,mme moter on the associated control position, &cross the programmo
meter output.
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At certain of the stations the cubicle constitutes a distinct control position wit'h its own
permanently associa,ted 'B' and programme meter amplifiers. At other stations it is used
in conjunction with one of the other control positions and changeover switching is provided
on the S.B. & Operating position for transferring the control from the control room to the
cubicle. The cubicle programme meter is wired to a jack in the 'B ' amplifier bay jackfield
and when control is switched over to the cubicJe this programme meter jack must
be plugged up to the output o{ the progra,mme meter amplifier connected in the output
of the . B ' a,mplifier concerned. Plugging into the P.M. Output jack substitutes the cubiclo
ri
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for the control position programme meter, but if the Listen iack is used
the two instrumonts are connected in series.
P.M. In and SB. & LT. PM jacks are also provided to enable a,ny programme meter
amplifior to be appropriated for use on tho Test bay and S.B. & Operating positions. For
this purpose tho input jack of the particular programme meter amplifier is double-onded to
the PM. In jack. This operation.discorulects the progr&mme meter amplifier input from the
' B ' amplifier output and extends it via the inners of the P.M In jack on the Test bay jackfield
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to the tip and ring of the PM plug on the S.B. & Operating position. Tho programmo
moters on the Test bay and S.B. & Operating positions are connected in series to the S,B.
& L.T. PM jack which can be double-ended to the programme meter amplifler output jack so
as to replace the instrument equipped on the control position. By means of the programme
meter cord the programme meter amplifior input can be connected to any o{ the progra,mme
metor jacks equipped on the right-hand panel of the S.B. & Operating position. Similarly,
via tho PM. In jack on the Test bay jackfield, it is available for connection to the Listen
jack of any of the lines available on the Line Termination bay jackfield. The act of plugging
into the PM. In ja.ck on the Test bay ja,ckfield, however, disconnects the extension circuit
connecting with tho PM. cord on the S.B. & Operating position.
Headphones and Loudspeakers-The control and, logging head,phone jacks on the control
positions aro wired, via jacks in the LS & HP jackfield, directly to the CH. PH. output of
the TV and CPL amplifi.ers, respectively, handling the particular programme. Normally,
therefore, no plugging oporations will be necess&ry, unless the spare conbrol position is being
used, in which case it is necessary to plug up the control and logging checkphono jaeks associated with it to the checkphone outputs of the-.TV and CPL amplifiers respectivoly, to be
appropriated for the purpose (see Figure 2).
For tra,nsmission purposes the listening room
ond, cubicle louilspealcers (the latter only when required) must be plugged up to the TV.LS
output. n'or rehearsal purposes the trap valve amplifier need not be used and tho controlling
headphones and the listening room and cubiole loudspeakors can bo plugged up directly in
the 'B' amplifier output.
The studio and, office housephone circuits can be plugged up as required to the trap valvo
outputs. Individual jacks are provided for oach of the studio and office housophone circuits, but a common jack is also provided in each case in order to simplify the
switching when all the studio and office circuits, respectively, require to take the same prohousephone

gramme.

The eng'ineera' listen'i,ng posi,tion is combined with the cubicle control position, the two
control panels being mounted upon a eommon desk. The engineers'listening panel contains

four keys and a loudspeaker volume control. The arrangements are shorvn in X'igure 3.
Two of the keys are w-ired, each to the output of a check receiver, via the LS output of
the CPL amplifier. The other tu'o keys are wired to ja,cks in the LS & HP jackfielcl and
may be plugged up to any source to which it is desired to listen.

With all the keys in their central, position the cubicle Ioudspeaker jack in the LS & HP
jackfield is connected via the loudspeaker volume control to the input of the LSM amplifier in
the cubicle. When any key is thrown to make its upper contacts, the particular source with
which it is associa,ted is connected directly to the LSM input circuit and the connection to
the cubicle LS jack is broken. When either of the tie-line keys is thrown to make it's louer
contacts the particular programme source connocted to the tie-line becomes available. via the
LS volume control on the lower contacts of both check receiver

keys.

Comprehensive checking
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facilities are thus provided. tr'or. if either of the receiver keys is thrown to its upper position
the cheek receiver output is connected to the LSM unit, while if it is thrown to its lower
position the tie-line output is connected via the potentiometer by means of which the levels
can be adjusted.

The listening keys and programme meter jacks on the S.B. & Operating position are
associated together. Certain of the keys and jacks are wired to the trap valve amplifier
checkphone outputs. The others connect, to tie-line jacks in the Line Termination bay
jackfield where they can be plugged up to the Listen or Line jack of any o{ the circuits
available in that jackfield. The arrangement of the switching is shown in X'igure 4.
The operator's headphorre:i c&n be plugged either into a Listening Key jack or into
an Operator's Telephone jack. In the latter case the headphones are normally connected
&cross the contacts of the Ring Ans-Mon keys associated with the telephone answering
circuits and, in order to use the listening kel's, it is necessary to throw the key designated List.
Keys, which transfers the connection to the travellers of the listening keys. When any of
these keys are operated, the particula,r programme source with which,it is associated is connected to the Listening Key and Operator Telephone jacks in parallel.

Relay Switching
The central panel of the S.B. & Operating position carries the ' B' input, ' C ' input and
cubicle change-over switching keys. A key for switching on the spare programme meter,
normally used for testing purposes, is also equipped on this panel.
Two rows of I0 punching keys are provided at the top of the panel w:1h crcuit engageil
lamps immediately above the keys. The upper row is for performing the' C 'input, switching
and the keys are associated with the various 'B' and 'D' amplifier outputs. The lower
row of punching keys is for performing the 'B'input switching and the keys are associated
with the studio ' A,' Echo 'A' and DCA amplifier outputs and with a number of tie-Iines
connected to jacks in the Line Termination bay jackfield, which can be plugged up as required
to the ' D' amplifier outputs.
The channel switching and cubicle change-over keys occupy the lower portion of the panel
with the associated engaged lamp immediately above each key. In the upper row there is
one key for each of the ' C ' amplifiers associated with the S.B. Iinks outgoing from the station.
In the lower row there are three keys associated with each control position, namely, two
channel keys, one for each channel of the fade unit equipped in tha,t position and a cubicle
change-over key.

With the exception of the cubicle change-over switching the operation in the case of
'input and ' C' input switching is identical. In a 'B ' input switching operation we
require to connect one of the available progra,mme sources to one of the ' B' amplifier input
channels, while in a' C' i,nput switohing opetation we require to connect one of the ' B' or
' D' amplifier outputs to one or more of the ' C' amplifier inputs.
The switching is performed by means of relays designated A and P. The A relays
do the actual programme selection and the P relays perform the auxiliary function of
ensuring that only the appropriate A relay will be operated. The arrangement of
both ' B

II
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relays is shown diagrammatieally in X'igures 5 and 12. For bach of the channels to which
connection may be required there is a horiznntal, row of relays containing one A relay for each
of the available progra,mme sources ; or t,o look at it in another w&;r, associated with each
of the progra,mme sources there is, therefore, a aertical row of A relays containing one for
each o{ the channels to which connection may be made. One P relay contact is required
for each of the A relays a,nd two P relays are used for each channel with the ten contacts
shared between them.
TO,R

INruT Sf,II.BHO RELAS

ax2 cxl

rc B NPLIFIEI

INPW.

-",aoE**gotlte
RE!AE NI3'.43-

Drauing :{.1654, Ieaue 2.

Fig.

6.

Cubicle Chang,e-over Swltchinti Circuit.

To establish a particular connection it is necessary to operate the A relay of the wanted
programme source in the horizontal row of relays associated with the channel to which conneotion is to be made. This is done by f.rst throwing the appropriate channel key and by then
momentarily depressing the appropriate punching key. Besides setting up the desired
programme connection this operation causes the amplifiers concerned to be switched on and
provides various lamp indications.

t2
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In the case of the'B'

,input sw'itching, the operation of a channel key switches on the
B' and programme meter amplifiers and lights the channel engaged lamp over the key.
The depression of a punching key switches on the 'A' or 'D' amplifier and lights the circuit
engaged lamp over the punching key and the associated lamp in the channel indicator on the

'

Ieft-hand panel of the S.B. & Operating position. In the case of the' C ' input switch,ing,
the operation of a channel key switches on the ' C' amplif.er and lights the channel engaged
Iamp. The operation of a punching key switohes on the ' B' or 'D' amplifier, unless these
are already switched on, and lights the circuit engaged lamp over the punching key and the
associated lamp in the channel indicator.
The manner in which the switching operates is shown in X'igure 5.
The operation of a channel key switches on the ' B ' and programme meter amplifi.ers
or ' C ' amplifiers, as the case may be, and prepares circuits for the operation of any of the A
relays associated with the particular channel.
(l) It connects -24 volts to the windings of the P relays associated with the channel
selected. The P reloys operale via the No. 4 break contacts of all the A relays
assogiated with the channel, in series, a,nd connects one side of tho winding of each
of these A relays to the corresponding punching key.
(2) It connects -24 volts to the other side'of the winding of all the A relays associated
with the channel selected. None of these relays operate, however, sinco their circuits
a,re

(3)

interrupted at tho punching keys.

It lights the ahannel, engaged, lamp located over the key on the S.B. & Operating
positiorr, via a make cont,act of one of the P relays.

(4) It connects -24 volts to the priaate wires of the ' B ' and programme meter amplifiers
or of the 'C amplifiers, &s the case may be, which are thereby switched on as
described later.

The momentary operation of a punching key completes the operating circuit for the
associated with it in the horizontal row corresponding to the channel key previously
relay
A
operated. Upon operation this A relay : -(t) Over its No. 3 contact, which makes before its No. 4 contact breaks, it provides a
hotding circuit for the relay.
(2) Over its No. 4 contact, which breaks after tho holding circuit has been establishod
by the No. 3 contact, it interrupts the operating circuit, of the P relags causing
them to release. The channel engaged lamp, above the key on the S.B. & Operating

(3)
(4)
(5)

position, remains lit via the 100 O resistance connected &cross the P relay contact.
It will however glow less brightly, and this change in brightness seryes, in the event
of a fault, to indicate whether the P relays are releasing properly.
Ovor its Nos. I and 2 contacts (X'igure 12) it establishes the progrd,ntme connect'ion.
Over its No. 5 contact (not shown) it lights the associated lamp in bhe channel ind,i,aator
on the left-hand panel of the S.B. & Operating position.
Over its No. 6 contact (not shown) it lights Lhe aircuit enqaged,lamp above tho punching key, and connects -24 volts to the prioate wire of the associated ' A,' ' D ' (or
'B") amplifler, as the caso may be, which is thus switched on as described later.
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T}ae cub'icle change-oaer switching, which is provided only at certain stations in the ' B '
input switching circuit, enables the control to be transferred from the control room position
to the cubicle position. When transferring the control to the cubicle it is also necessary to
plug up the programme meter output accordingly.
The change-oyer is effected by means of three relays (see n'igure 6) one for each of the
fade unit input channels and one for the 'B' amplifier input. These relays have f 24 volts
standing on one side of their windings. Operation of a cubicle change-over key connects
-24 volts to the other side of the windings of these three relays which operate together. It
also lights the cubicle engaged lamp over the cubicle change-over key and the Ready lamp
over the control potentiometer in the cubicle.

Control Position
The control positions in the control room and cubicles are equipped with two-channel fade
units, type 2CF13, {ollowed by a control potentiometer, type P.3. Details of these pieces of
apparatus will be given elsewhere but Figure 12 contains a simplified schematic of the circuit.
The two channels are connected in parallel via the sliders of the fade unit across the
P.3 input. Due to the difierential action of the auangement, both programmes are fully
faded up when the slider is in the mid-positioh and only one when the control is in either
extreme position. The P.3 potentiometer consists in effect of a 600 ohm const,ant resistance
att,enuator when terminated by the input of the ' B' amplifier.

Amplifier Switching
The manner in which the amplifier swit,ching is carried out is illustrated in n'igure 7, which
shows the circuit actually used in the case of a 'D ' amplifier, but the method used for
switching on the 'A,' ' B,' ' C,' ' DCA,' Echo ' A ' and progra,mme meter amplifiers is
identical.
The H.T. and grid bias supplies &re permanerrtly connected to the amplifier, but the L.T.
positive lead is interrupted at, one of the contacts of the L.T. relay. Operation of the switching key on the amplifier bay, or the connection of. -24 volts to the private wire of the amplifier
e.g., by the ' B ' or ' C 'input, relay switching, completes the operating circuit for the L.T. relay
and thus switches on the a,mplifier. The amplifi,er engageil, lamp on the amplifier bay is also
Iighted by the same operation. The H relay conta,cts are normally made ; consequently, as
soon as the L.T. relay operates the alarm, lamp will light. Its circuit includes the winding
of the AA relay, which is common to all the amplifiers on the bay. The winding of the
H relay is connected in series with the II.T. positive lead (of the output stages only in the case
of the ' D ' amplifier) and consequently, after a few seconds, when the cathod.es have warmed
up and the H.T. feed has assumed its normal value, the H relay will operate, interrupting the
operating circuit of the AA relay and extinguishing the alarm lamp.
In the case of the 'A' arnplifier provision was made in the switching circuit for completing
H.T. and L.T. circuits to the siudio for the opelation of microphones requiring polarising or
using a 'pre-an-rplifier.' The L.T. circuit was completed over a, sp&re contact of the L,T. relay
and the I[.T. switching was porformed by an additional relay known as the H.C. relay, the
oporating circuit of which was completed in parallel with that of the L.T. relay.
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The amptifier alarm c,i,rcuit, which is common to all the amplifier bays, is showrr in X'ig. 9.
Failure of an H relay to operate causes the AA relay common to all f,he amplifiers on the
bay to operate. The operation of any AA relay completes a circuit for the operation
of the SA relay. This is slow to operate, so that a delay is introduced, thus ensuring that the
alarm will not be given unless the fault is a persistent one. The operation of the SA relay
completes the operating circuit for the AAL relay, over the contacts of which t'he alarm
buzzer circuit is completed and the main alarm lamp in the control room, where fitted, is

tighted.

MULTIPLEO TO

orreRF EEfiYS.

Drautitt4 A.1667, Ieeu* 2.

Fig.

9, Ampllfier Alarrn Circuit.

The trap valve amplifiers have no private wires and can only be switched ou by manually operating its key on the amplifier bay. The switching is performed by an L.T. relay in
the usual manner but the H relay and the connection to the alarm circuit is omitted. The
same emangement is adopted in the case of the 'A' amplffier used for D.C. talking-back
purposes. The switching of the check receiver, HR/3, and of the associated L.F. amplifier
CPL/I, is controlled by separate switches on the amplifier panels. The L.T. relay is omitted,
the L.T. supply being directly controlled by the switches.

In the case of the check receiver (see X'ig. 8), an H relay is provided in the H.T. lead
to its L.X'. amplifier stage and the circuit for the alarm lamp, in series with the winding of
the common AA relay, is completed by closing the switch on the check receiver panel.
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Studio Signalling
The studio signalling keys are arranged in a row on each control position in the control room
and in the cubicles. There is a key for each studio, echo room and D.C. room and a key
labelled D.C. Control, which when thrown puts tho control of all the studio keys on to the
D.C. key. Over each key, with the exception of the D.C. control key, there is a, greon light
and under each, with the same exception, there is a red light. These lights are multipled on all
the positions. The keys are non-locking in the direction of the green lights and locking in
the direction of the red lights.
When a transmission is to take place from a studio, the necessary programme connections will be set up, and all the amplifiers involved switched on, by suitable operation of the
controls on the central panel of the S.B. & Operating position. The control potentiometer
should be set in the Off position and the fade unit control should be turned to the position
corresponding to the channel to which the desired programme connections have beon made.
The control engineer should then signal the studio that he is ready, by making and breaking
the appropriate studio key into the locking position, thereby causing the red, light in the
studio to flash. He should then restore the key to its central position and await a signal
from the studio. When the announcer in the studio is ready he will depress the studio push,
thereby lighting tl.e green lamp over the corresponding key on all the control positions and
operating the Studio b:uzzer in the control roonh. The buzzer sounds only while the studio
push is actually depressed but the green lights remain lit. The control engineer then fades
up his main control potentiometer to a pre-determined point and operates the studio key,
flrst into the non-locking position putting out the green lights and, finally, into the locking
position lighting the red lamp in the studio and also those under the corresponding key on all
control positions. The programme then proceeds.

Upon tho cornpletion of the programme the amouncer again operates the studio push,
causing the buzzer to sound and the green lights on the positions to come up. The control
engineer thereupon fades the studio out, and restores the corresponding key, first operating
it into the non-locking position in order to extinguish the green light.

In the case of a D.C. prod,uction, where a number of studios may be in use, the necossary
programme and loudspeaker connections are set up by means of plugging operations od the
D.C. and Loudspeaker jackfields. The D.C. output is then punched up to one of the channols
of the fade unit on the control position, the control potentiometer is faded out and the fade
unit set to the channel to which the connection has been made. When all the anangements
are complete the first operation of the control engineer is to throw his D.C. Control key.
IIo then operates the studio keys corresponding to all the studios to be used, to their locking
position. When the D.C. production is due to start he exchanges signals with the producer
in the same manner as has been outlined above for a studio, by means of his D.C. key. When
the D.C. key is thrown into the locking position it brings up the red lights in the D.C. room
and in all the studios of which the keys have previously been operated, and also lights the red
lamps under these keys on all the control positions.
The studio signalling circuit is shown in X'igure l0 and the wiring of the keys on the cubicle
and control positions in n'igure 11.
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B,eferring to X'igure 10, when a stuil'io &ey is thrown to the hcking position, relays LR and

BR operate. Relay LR closes the mains circuit and lights the red lamps in the studio.
Retay BR completes a circuit for the operation of. the red, light under the corresponding key
on each position. If the key is now restored to its central position and the stud,i,o pwsh
operated, a circuit is completed for the operation of the AG and Buzzer relays. The Buzzer
relay completes the buzzer operating circuit. The AG relay completes a circuit for the opera,tion of the BG relay, which lights the greenLamp over the corresponding key on all the control
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Fig.

10.

Studlo Si$nallin$,-Relay Switching Circult-

room and cubicle control positions. (The LG relay shown in the drawing is generally not
fitted.) Tha rel,ease of ttte stud,i,o push teleasos the buzzer relay but the AG relay hoids itself
and the BG and LG retays operated, via the normally made contact of the CG relay in series
with the 10 ohm resistance. If the control engineer now operates t'he stud,io key inlo it's nonloctcing position the CG relay will operato, interrupting the holding circuit of the AG relay and
thereby releasing the LG and BG relays and extinguishing the green lights. The final
operation of the stud,io key into the loclcing poeition again operates the LR and BR relays,
Iighting the red lamp in the studio and under the keys.
Figure l0 also shows the operation of the cue light circuits from the dramatic control
unit or listening rooms.
18
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lI it will be seen that when

operated into their locking position all
the studio keys get -24 volts ou their traveller, via the D.C. Control key. When the D.C.
Control key is thrown the travellers of the studio keys can only obtain - 24 volts via that of

Referring to Figure
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Studio Signauing-Key SwitchinEi Circuit.

I

the D.C. key, when this key is operated into its locking position. In the case of D.C. working,
therefore, the red lights associated with the studio keys which have been operated to their
locking position cannot come up until the D.C. key is operated into its locking position.

91

(l'igure 12 attached)
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